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ریال

Eduard Glaser had the special capability of finding 

himself in the wrong spot at the wrong moment. It is for 

this reason that his life has been a continuous lesson. 

Just for him. Here we will follow a scattered account of 

his findings and what happened in those spots, it could 

look like an attempt to give a “right reading” of what 

went down to history as “wrong moments”.

Eduard didn’t really went down to history. Scarce 

traces of his life and deeds are scattered in Europe and 

maybe elsewhere. Few postcards and a note in a ma-

jestic but hardly accessible library in the very heart of 

Paris, ruined white sheets of paper and coded diaries in 

Vienna, manuscripts in Berlin, a couple of books here 

and there, a tomb in Munich. Apparently some stones 

he brought from Yemen are stored in some museums 

as well.

Since we have been told that life - as much as histo-

ry - is a line, we will try to follow Eduard’s line even if at 

some points it looks tortuous, or looping in lazy ways, 

even pointless some other times. 

To build the book you are holding in your hands, I 

had to choose between two different methods. The first 

one, which at a first glance looks safer, is the anasty-

losis.

Anastylosis is an archaeological term for a recon-

struction technique whereby a ruined building is re-
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stored using the original architectural elements to the 

greatest degree possible. Anastylosis is what happened 

to most of the classical temples found and restored 

by Europeans throughout the end of the nineteenth 

and the twentieth century. It is a desperate attempt 

to bridge a remote past, to erase the years passed in 

between the time when those temples were in fruition 

and the present time of the archaeologist. Even worse, 

since the ideas of the Classical Era at that time were 

heavily distorted by a whitewashing process started 

more than a century before, the ideal the archaeolo-

gists were applying was at least partial - if not roman-

tic and racist. But this is what we get whenever we visit 

one of these monuments scattered on the shores of the 

Mediterranean Sea.

An anastylosis of Eduard Glaser’s life could even 

look nice but would result meagre and disturbing to a 

second look. I then went for a fatter spolia.

Spolia, repurposed building stone for new con-

struction, or decorative sculpture reused in new mon-

uments, is the result of an ancient and widespread 

practice whereby stone that has been quarried, cut, 

and used in a built structure, is carried away to be used 

elsewhere. Spolia is building in the way you build ac-

cordingly to your time - without hiding it - and at the 

same time integrating pieces from the past you find 

here and there. Spolia was all over the place before the 

European scientific method decided to better divide, la-

bel and isolate anything you look at in order to under-

stand it. Spolia is to be stingy, not wanting to trash an-

ything, is to cherish old useless stuff, is to be ecological 

and wanting to recycle pieces of rubble. Spolia is to be 

aware of the past and try to pass it on in a sustainable 

way. While you try to enjoy the present.

☞
ریال

Measuring the Universe, anonymous, Yemen, no date. Österre-

ichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Glaser Sammlung.



When he was already old, 
Eduard was asked where 
his interest in his subject 
of studies came from. He 
told the following story: I 
must have been sixteen or 
seventeen. I remember I 
was in Prague and I haven’t 
started to study the Arabic 
language yet. I had one 
of these vivid dreams you 
remember all your life.
I was in the middle of 
nowhere in front of a 
bonfire. It was night, I 
wasn’t able to see anything 
but the flames that warmed 
up my face in a very gentle 
way. It took me a long time 
to realise that I must have 
been in the middle of a 
desert.

From that time on, that 
place has been the only 
place of my dreams. It is 
the place where the Crone 
comes to see me, the place 
where she reveals her 
secrets to me.
It is the only desert.
Apart from some cracking 
of the fire, nothing was 
heard. There was just 
a light in front of me — 
immersed in a complete 
darkness. Everything was 
still and peaceful, the sky 
starless.
Then I felt a presence at 
my side. A man older than 
me sitting quietly. He was 
concentrated on the fire 
exactly like me. Some time 
passed.



 – شوكراً

 

– I come from Ksar 
Rhilane. 

– What is your name?
 
 
 
 

[He smiles and nods] 

– To stop the latinisation 
of the Arabic language.

– Where do you come 
from? 
 
 
 

– My name is Mohammad 
A’ladj.

– What did you come here 
for?



ریال☞ Frame from Voglio vederti danzare (I want to see you as a danc-

er, directed by Luca Volpatti in 1982), an Italian short film about 

Eduard Glaser’s expedition in Southern Arabia starring Franco 

Battiato (Ionia, 1945) who then became globally famous acting 

in Echoes of Sufi Dances (1985) and The concert of Baghdad 

(1992).













1. Ausländer

Eduard was a quite robust fellow. He used to argue 

about everything. Eduard was that kind of young man 

that often preferred to encounter in a book people dead 

centuries before than living persons. Of course, he be-

came aware of that only several years after, as he stat-

ed:

⁂

In all my life objects had been gladder to me than 
persons, and ideas than objects. So the duty of suc-
ceeding with men, of disposing them to any purpose, 
would be doubly hard to me. They were not my medi-
um: I was not practised in that technique.

⁂

This sort of misanthropy is maybe the reason why 

he liked Das Ausland: it wasn’t an alien, a person com-

ing from outside of the land, it wasn’t a person at all, it 

was just a magazine published in the newborn Germa-

ny, not so far from where Eduard was born. That was 

Deutsch-Rust, a city that no longer exists. Its name 

to-day is Podbořanský Rohozec and it is located in the 

Czech Republic. As for January 2017 it counted 143 in-

habitants, but in the middle of the nineteenth century 

population was almost doubled and half of it was Jew-

ish.

ریال☞ Orientarsi senza bussola (Orienteering without a compass) 

was part of an handbook for Italian military to help them to 

orient themselves in desert regions such as Northern Africa.
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Because his father’s small farm was often pillaged, 

since the age of seven Eduard had to mount the night 

guards on the fields visited by the neighbours. During 

the winter these nights were long. Sometimes shaken 

by an icy wind, sometimes annoyed by undistinguish-

able noises, often tortured by cold rains, Eduard spent 

his guard shifts looking towards East, waiting for the 

first sunbeams to show and warm him up gently. He 

started thinking that if he could have gone to the East, 

the Sun would have risen before and his awaiting 

shortened. He was oriented.

At the beginning it was just about looking at it, 

then his orientation evolved. One day of July, his father 

found him at noon laying in the middle of the rape field 

totally bare. When asked, he answered that he was “re-

ceiving the Sun”. Tanning at that time was a complete-

ly ignored practice, but even if it was, Eduard’s father 

must have though that his son was going to put him-

self in a strange predicament. It started to look like an 

addiction. As a young boy attracted by an unbridgea-

ble star rather than the girls of his village, he started to 

worry his whole family. His older sisters were worried 

in a different way than his father, but attention was 

seldom lent to their voices.

Right after his Bar Mitzva, Eduard moved to Prague. 

As much as his village, Prague was at that time part 

of the Austro-Hungarian empire. It was the closest city 

where to send such a special young boy. At the end, 

maybe his father listened to his sisters worried about 

the suspicions he generated in the village. Or maybe he 

just wanted to get that puzzling fellow of his son out of 

his sight.

In Prague he was broke and hungry. This is where 

he first encountered Das Ausland. He was hungry be-

cause he was broke but he also had another particular 

hunger. An inextinguishable one. He craved knowl-

edge. The first books he encountered in Deutsch-Rust 

were of course the Bible and the Torah. They had an 

undetectable influence over him but the knowledge he 

actually coveted was a peculiar mix of scientific clas-

sification and personal adventure. Das Ausland was 

what he was longing for.

Overview of the latest research in the field of nat-
ural history, geography and ethnology. An image of the 

whole world. As if someone was floating in the outer 

space and weekly describing what he saw. Needless to 

say, he was a white European. A thorough representa-

tion of practically everything existed and wasn’t at his 

reach. Or a description of what was at his disposal be-

cause of the oppression he exerted. The latter descrip-

tion was never formulated at that time.

Eduard didn’t care. For a thirteen years old curi-

ous person, Das Ausland was just astounding. It didn’t 

matter if he wasn’t able to afford to cross the ocean, 

Eduard became aware of mesmerizing things such as 

the existence of volcanic islands in the middle of the 

Pacific Ocean; the foundation of the city of Baghdad in 

the shape of a perfect circle by the Caliph Al-Mansur 

 the discovery of pyramids in ;( أبو جعفر عبدالله بن محمد المنصور )

Mexico; Chinese medicine as an effective technique; the 

proportion of linguistic minorities in every country all 

over central and eastern Europe; previous attempts to 

dig the Suez canal dating centuries before... The more 

stranger the subject the more interested Eduard. Once 

read, he loved to recount stories like the following.

⁂

The primitive natives of the Malay peninsula be-
lieved that the firmament was solid. They imagined 
that the sky was a great pot held over the earth by 
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a slender cord, and if this was ever broken the earth 
would be destroyed. They regarded the Sun and Moon 
as women, and the stars as the Moon’s children. A leg-
end relates that the Sun had as many children as the 
Moon, in ancient times, and fearing that mankind could 
not bear so much brightness and heat, the Sun and 
Moon agreed to devour their children. The Moon pre-
tended to thus dispose of hers, and hid them instead; 
but the Sun kept faith, and made way with all her chil-
dren. When they were all devoured, the Moon brought 
hers out from their hiding-place. When the Sun saw 
them she was very angry, and pursued the Moon to 
kill her, and the chase is a perpetual one. Sometimes 
the Sun comes near enough to bite the Moon, and 
then men say there is an eclipse. The Sun still devours 
her children, the stars, at dawn, and the Moon hides 
hers during the daytime, when the Sun is near, only 
revealing them at night when her pursuer is far away.

⁂

As its name pointed out, Das Ausland treated chiefly 

of the outside of the own land. After he got affection-

ate to it, Eduard realised that the in-land the magazine 

was talking about wasn’t really his. First of all, the 

magazine was published in what soon will be called 

Germany and Eduard was nominally a subject of an-

other monarch: the King and Emperor of Austria-Hun-

gary. Besides these administrative trifles, Eduard was 

really not sure where to place himself. Of course he 

spoke German, he did that as much as he spoke Czech 

or Yiddish. He had several languages and none of them 

were his.

There was more than that. And this he really 

grasped only decades after, but what was in motion in 

Europe at that time was a sensitive shifting of cultur-
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al paradigms. As we saw, the first paradigm was the 

scientific one that justified the extraction, exploitation 

and categorisation of the world by white male Euro-

peans on most of the planet for the sake of science - or 

its applied version: progress. If there should be a motto 

about this would be “preserve for science by killing”. 

It was this dividing and immobilising idea of science 

with tendencies to freeze and define that invested any 

possible field of knowledge.

The second paradigm was the ruler. And the ruler 

was of course developed Europe. A recurrent grammat-

ical structure already patent in its title, it is the build-

ing of the opposition between us and them. Regardless 

to his orientation, Eduard was located in Europe. Yet, 

there were several reasons for him to not be quite part 

of us. An ongoing theoretical construction was indeed 

separating the idea of Europe from any links it actual-

ly shared with Semitic cultures: the Hellenism with its 

whitewashing attitude to separate Ancient Greek cul-

ture from its Egyptian and Semitic forefathers, the rise 

of the Indo-European studies in linguistics, the sheer 

anti-Semitism towards Jews growing fast across the 

continent. The more Eduard was learning about “his 

place”, the more he was told that he didn’t belong to it. 

This is maybe why he was always looking East. Feeling 

uprooted is a sensation more common that we could 

think of. Population movements often bring to frictions 

between minorities and monolithic representations of 

a country. Eduard was then an Ausländer in Prague.

Being part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 

Prague was influenced by its capital, Vienna, and since 

almost a century have seen flourishing the kaffeehaus 

culture. Because of its vicinity to the Ottoman Empire, 

Vienna has been one of the first places in Europe to 

discover coffee. This now-believed-Italian-beverage, 
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has been around Arabia and then the Islamic world 

for centuries before being adopted by Europeans. In 

Vienna, since the end of the seventeenth century some 

“houses of coffee” opened in order to offer such an ex-

otic drink to the Viennese populace. The time going on, 

the kaffeehaus culture became strong and rooted in the 

city to the point to become a UNESCO labelled cultural 

heritage to-day. Viennese kaffeehaus is a place where 

time and space are consumed, but only the coffee is 

found on the bill. Perfect for Eduard. Other than coffee, 

plenty of magazines were always available for the loi-

terers. Since he didn’t have much to bite on, Eduard lit-

erary alimented himself with anything he could read. 

He spent all his summer days in the coffee houses be-

side the large windows reading under the sun.

Almost as a game, Eduard started to learn Arabic 

as an autodidact. He was pleased how easy it came to 

him, maybe because of the remote roots shared with 

Yiddish. But no-one was taking that bizarre occupa-

tion nothing more seriously than a hobby. And Eduard 

himself didn’t think of it much. It was a playful game to 

train his mind. What really interested him was the sky. 

Astronomy was his passion. Again, he was studying 

as a self-taught-person but while expressing his inter-

est on that subject matter, attention was lent to him. It 

seemed a respectable occupation. It didn’t sound like 

an odd interest out of nowhere: somewhat, being inter-

ested in celestial bodies sounded more meaningful that 

learning a language spoken by millions of people just 

besides them.
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After he ended his military service, Eduard moved 

from Prague to Vienna. That was 1877. The capital of 

Kakanien resonated strongly with his previous ex-

perience in Paris. Even though Austria - or we maybe 

should call it Kakania - had a slightly different tone.

⁂

There, in Kakania, that state since vanished that 
no one understood, in many ways an exemplary state, 
though unappreciated, there was a tempo too, but not 
too much tempo. Whenever one thought of that coun-
try from someplace abroad, the memory that hov-
ered before one’s eyes was of white, wide, prosper-
ous-looking roads dating from the era of foot marches 
and mail coaches, roads that crisscrossed the country 
in every direction like rivers of order, like ribbons of 
bright military twill, the paper-white arm of the ad-
ministration holding all the provinces in its embrace. 
And what provinces they were! Glaciers and sea, 
Karst limestone and Bohemian fields of grain, nights 
on the Adriatic chirping with restless cicadas, and Slo-
vakian villages where the smoke rose from chimneys 
as from upturned nostrils while the village cowered 
between two small hills as if the earth had parted its 
lips to warm its child between them. Of course cars 
rolled on these roads too, but not too many! The con-
quest of the air was being prepared here too, but not 
too intensively. A ship would now and then be sent 
off to South America or East Asia, but not too often. 
There was no ambition for world markets or world 
power. Here at the very center of Europe, where the 
world’s old axes crossed, words such as “colony” and 
“overseas” sounded like something quite untried and 
remote. There was some show of luxury, but by no 
means as in such overrefined ways as the French. 
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People went in for sports, but not as fanatically as 
the English. Ruinous sums of money were spent on 
the army, but only just enough to secure its position 
as the second-weakest among the great powers. The 
capital, too, was somewhat smaller than all the other 
biggest cities of the world, but considerably bigger 
than a mere big city. And the country’s administration 
was conducted in an enlightened, unobtrusive manner, 
with all sharp edges cautiously smoothed over, by the 
best bureaucracy in Europe, which could be faulted 
only in that it regarded genius, and any brilliant indi-
vidual initiative not backed by noble birth or official 
status, as insolent and presumptuous. But then, who 
welcomes interference from unqualified outsiders? 
And in Kakania, at least, it would only happen that a 
genius would be regarded as a lout, but never was a 
mere lout taken - as happens elsewhere - for a genius.

All in all, how many amazing things might be said 
about this vanished Kakania! Everything and every 
person in it, for instance, bore the label of kaiser-

lich-königlich (Imperial-Royal) or kaiserlich und ko-

niglich (Imperial and Royal), abbreviated as “k.k.” or 
“k.&k.,” but to be sure which institutions and which 
persons were to be designated by “k.k.” and which 
by “k.&k.” required the mastery of a secret science. 
On paper it was called the Austro-Hungarian Monar-
chy, but in conversation it was called Austria, a name 
solemnly abjured officially while stubbornly retained 
emotionally, just to show that feelings are quite as 
important as constitutional law and that regulations 
are one thing but real life is something else entirely. 
Liberal in its constitution, it was administered clerical-
ly. The government was clerical, but everyday life was 
liberal. All citizens were equal before the law, but not 
everyone was a citizen. There was a Parliament, which 

asserted its freedom so forcefully that it was usual-
ly kept shut; there was also an Emergency Powers 
Act that enabled the government to get along with-
out Parliament, but then, when everyone had happily 
settled for absolutism, the Crown decreed that it was 
time to go back to parliamentary rule. The country 
was full of such goings-on, among them the sort of 
nationalist movements that rightly attracted so much 
attention in Europe and are so thoroughly misunder-
stood today. They were so violent that they jammed 
the machinery of government and brought it to a dead 
stop several times a year, but in the intervals and dur-
ing the deadlocks people got along perfectly well and 
acted as if nothing had happened. And in fact, nothing 
really had happened. It was only that everyone’s natu-
ral resentment of everyone else’s efforts to get ahead, 
a resentment we all feel nowadays, had crystallized 
earlier in Kakania, where it can be said to have as-
sumed the form of a sublimated ceremonial rite, which 
could have had a great future had its development not 
been cut prematurely short by a catastrophe.

⁂

It was at his elected headquarters - another kaffee-

haus - that he met Edmund Weiss, who just took the 

role of director at the Observatory from Karl Ludwig 

Edler von Littrow. Karl Littrow was still pressing hard-

ly Weiss because he knew he was close to his end. He 

only wanted to see the completion of the gigantic dome 

of the observatory, a construction that his father Jo-

seph planned but was never able to obtain. It was go-

ing to be the biggest dome for astronomic observation 

in the world, a reason of pride in the whole K. und K. 

He told him while was trying to hire the young man. At 

his age, Eduard was quite prone to fascination about 
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arguments like “being at the forefront of scientific re-

search” or “pioneering into the field of spectropho-

tometry”. He’d buy almost anything was dressed as 

science. For instance, at eighteen he imbued himself in 

a treaty of the then young science of Phrenology with 

authentic enthusiasm. Being established by Franz Jo-

sef Gall in Vienna at the beginning of the century, at 

that time Phrenology was at its apex. Leaning towards 

giving a scientific appearance to obscure and arbitrary 

generalisations, Phrenology could be noted among the 

disciplines that few decades afterwards were called as 

testimony for hideous racial theories that brought to 

the attempt to erase from earth any Jewish people. Of 

course Eduard, even though was a pretty smart young 

man, was not that foreseeing.

⁂

Uninitiated observers have mistaken this for 
charm, or even for a weakness of what they thought 
to be the Austrian character. But they were wrong; it 
is always wrong to explain what happens in a country 
by the character of its inhabitants. For the inhabitant 
of a country has at least nine characters: a profession-
al, a national, a civic, a class, a geographic, a sexual, a 
conscious, an unconscious, and possibly even a private 
character to boot. He unites them in himself, but they 
dissolve him, so that he is really nothing more than a 
small basin hollowed out by these many streamlets 
that trickle into it and drain out of it again, to join 
other such rills in filling some other basin. Which is 
why every inhabitant of the earth also has a tenth 
character that is nothing else than the passive fan-
tasy of spaces yet unfilled. This permits a person all 
but one thing; to take seriously what his at least nine 
other characters do and what happens to them; in 

other words, it prevents precisely what should be his 
true fulfilment. This interior space – admittedly hard 
to describe – is of a different shade and shape in Italy 
from what it is in England, because everything that 
stands out in relief against it is of  a different shade 
and shape. And yet it is in both places the same: an 
empty, invisible space, with reality standing inside it 
like a child’s toy town deserted by the imagination.

⁂

He already heard of Klosterneuburg from some of 

his friends. Besides the bombastic projects for mak-

ing it the new Viennese Escorial, the monastery had a 

rather old cloister dating back to the middle ages. More 

interestingly, it has a particular chapel that bears a 

six points star on the top of the entrance and hosts a 

gigantic Menorah coming from Northern Italy. The 

chapel is called the Brunnenhaus (Well house). Eduard 

wanted to go see it. Still, at his time the monastery was 

run by the monks whose main activity was to produce 

excellent local wine and drink it. Nonetheless, Eduard 

has been warned to not declare his religion if he real-

ly wanted to see the chapel. That was easier than he 

though. He managed to see the seven branches cande-

labrum but it was by another vision that he got mes-

merised.

Dating back to the end of the twelfth century, Klos-

terneuburg host the rest of the Verdun Altar, a compo-

sition of several enamelled plates depicting scenes of 

the bible. It is a large gleaming panel, fascinating by its 

luminosity. Particular importance is given to the Old 

Testament but one panel captured Eduard’s attention: 

the encounter of King Salomon with the Queen of Saba. 

He wasn’t able to say why such episode monopolised 

his mind. A tall elegant black woman, slender and se-
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cure, dominates the centre of the panel. She points to-

wards Salomon, being in the act of giving orders to the 

servants bringing presents to the monarch. The King is 

squatting his throne but looks quite unstable, restless. 

His face fails to conceal a sort of disappointment. His 

left hand holds his sceptre in a self assuring fashion 

while his right hand rises to cover his chest, some could 

say to protect it. The King’s eyeballs look bloated and 

tense, they are entranced by the Queen as much as the 

servants’ ones. “So there she is.” — Must have though 

Eduard remembering some remote story he once heard 

at the synagogue. His feelings were mixed, a radical 

reversion process was going on in his head: the image 

in front of him, this small splendid plate, presented a 

stark contrast with the image he had built of the legend-

ary King of Israel. Where the ruler of the whole world - 

humans, animals and plants - was gone? What about 

the wise man that has got the answer to any possible 

riddle? Where is he? Is he the centre of the world, still? 

Where his majesty has gone? The servants bring him 

gifts, but they have eyes only for the Sun worshipper 

Queen. Now the Queen is radiant and charming and 

the King is under her influence. The enamelled plates 

constrained Eduard to keep on moving: the more he got 

closer, the more the light reflections were dazzling him. 

He was unable to establish from which part of the fig-

ure of the Queen such a powerful glare was emitted. He 

wasn’t blinded but a confused state of vision took hold 

on him. Again, the strength of the Sun, its light, stroke 

Eduard.

Saba. Sheba. Where this place is? Is there any trace 

left of the mythical Queen? A new ton of questions took 

 Karl Drexler and Thomas Strommer, Der Verduner Altar. Einریال☞
Emailwerk des XII. Jahrhunderts im Stifte Klosterneuburg bei 
Wien, Vienna 1903, pl. 12.
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place in Eduard’s mind. They met with those about the 

Sun, about his orientation. He had to go there.

⁂

- In its common concept, autobiographical anam-
nesis presupposes identification. And precisely not 
identity. No, an identity is never given, received, or at-
tained; only the interminable and indefinitely phantas-
matic process of identification endures. Whatever the 
story of a return to oneself or to one’s home [chez-
soi] , into the “hut” [“case”] of one’s home (chez is the 
casa) , no matter what an odyssey or bildungsroman 
it might be, in whatever manner one invents the story 
of a construction of the self, the autos, or the ipse, it 
is always imagined that the one who writes should 
know how to say I. At any rate, the identificatory mo-

dality must already or henceforth be assured: assured 
of language and in its language.

⁂

Melk is a village at around eighty kilometres from 

Vienna. It is known for its majestic monastery of the 

order of Saint Benedict. This kind of monastery - and 

the monks inhabiting it as well - is rather different 

from a monastic life could represent in our mind. This 

is not a life of prayer, poverty and privation like it 

could be for a Franciscan monk. The ranks of the or-

der of Saint Benedict were often filled with noble gen-

tlemen that happened to be born after their siblings: 

they would never be heirs of the family but they could 

exercise a fair amount of power and influence from the 

monastery. Several accounts of lechery, corruption 

and coercion emanate from venerated places like the 

Benedikterkloster Stift Melk. This particular monas-
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tery is famous for its rich library which hosts thou-

sands of manuscripts. It is told that it has been one of 

the source of inspiration for Umberto Eco while almost 

a century afterwards he was writing his novel Il nome 
della rosa (The name of the rose). Being an High Middle 

Age building only made of rough instead of a lavish Ro-

coco shrine, the library in the novel is the pivotal space 

of the narrative. Dispatched towards the four cardinal 

points, the rooms that is compose it are clearly an im-

age of the whole world - from a point of view of a me-

dieval European. Everything starts at the Oriens, even 

though the peoples and texts dwelling in that part of 

the world are seldom to be trusted. Then the Septentrio 

and the Occidens are composed of known folks, pre-

cious but dimly boring. Meridies contains the key of 

the mystery of the book and - to spicy up an otherwise 

quite flat narration - the dangers that come along.

Hic sunt leones (Here be lions) is an extremely rare 

expression found in European medieval maps to in-

dicate danger in the Northern coasts of Africa of Asia. 

It also exist in the variation with dragons but bear the 

same function of labelling a space as forbidden, savage  

and dangerous. A conception close to Hic sunt leones 

is also what probably inspired Johann Baptist Wen-

zel Bergl while he was decorating the Garden Pavilion 

of the monastery in Melk. The first image of the whole 

world that attained Eduard in the most direct way. 

What he experienced when he entered this oval space 

was fundamentally different from any experience he 

could have had before. Reading a minute description of 

an Egyptian temple in a news paper was giving him 

hints on what the world could be. He was peeping out 

at it through Das auslander and the other readings he 

indulged himself in. It was a puberty discovery of the 
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body of the other, he was dabbling in its exploration for 

a lack of boldness.

Then, while he wasn’t asking for it - and he expect-

ed it the less - it suddenly appeared in front of him. En-

tire and open.

As he entered, he faced Europe. Majestic and ele-

gant, surrounded by all the culture, knowledge and wit 

that only her is capable to develop. This vision drove 

Eduard closer, fascinated by such richness in unfold-

ing drapes, syllogisms, logic. Only he had dragged in 

the middle of the room, at its centre, his curiosity let 

him widen his sight and look towards East where the 

sumptuous but tyrannical figure of Asia was receiving 

useless and astonishing presents from underdevel-

oped figures. A sense of lasciviousness radiated from 

the entire scene.  He stared at it for a moment before 

turn forward to look towards Africa. Here a coarse 

sense of contradiction hit Eduard when he saw figures 

of animals, humans and flourishing plants against a 

pyramid. The bewilderment augmented by seeing el-

ephants in what was meant to be the Americas. Das 

ausland never mentioned elephant in the Americas 

even though it usually mentioned everything could 

make appear peculiar or even odd those lands and its 

inhabitants. At the end western end of the group, an 

European just got ashore from a ship and is already 

scamming the first person he meets by proposing him 

a mirror in exchange of precious gems. Then his gaze 

went back to Europe. He looked at her again in the light 

of what he just saw.

He spent a good deal of time sitting in the garden af-

ter his visit. For the first time in his life Eduard started 

to wonder where he would liked to live. He never fan-

cied to imagine it. Now that he saw the entire world, he 

could conceive to point one point and decide to go there. 
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But where to go? Nowadays a United-States-Orient-

ed-Person would wonder to move to Los Angeles, New 

York, maybe San Francisco. In Eduard’s time it would 

rather be London, Paris, Berlin. Still, he was keeping his 

eyes on a way more distant time. His reveries lingered 

between Jerusalem, Alexandria, Damascus, Baghdad. 

He didn’t have any problem with the fact that it didn’t 

last much of what made these cities such legends.



It was an appalling sight, 
yet Eduard surprised 
himself, for he was 
holding himself still 
and calm. Veiled as it 
was by the rough white 
hair, he wasn’t able to 
see the Crone’s face. He 
wondered for a moment 
if she actually had one. 
That though was tossed 
away from his mind 
when the Crone started 
her indistinguishable 
mumbling. As a being 
able to produce such 
sounds, it must had 
a face, though he. He 
concentrated himself: 
before she disappeared, 
he only understood one 
sentence:

The first time the Crone 
visited him has been the 
shortest encounter.
The old man was gone, 
the bonfire extinguished. 
He was facing the black 
sky alone and the harder 
he looked at it the more 
stars he would notice, 
for it is just an exercise 
of the pupil to look out 
at the universe. A little 
chain there, a bright glare 
here, everything around 
him was gleaming in the 
night.
A heat wave came, then 
the tepid wind. The giant 
Crone slowly sat in front 
of him, her encroached 
legs looked to him twisted 
in a irreversible way.



to openings 

leads 

to closures.

 - Knowledge 

no more 

than 





ریال☞ Shemot Devarim, Nomenclatvra Ebraica, published by Elijah 

Levita in 1542, is a Yiddish - Hebrew - Latin - Proto-German dic-

tionary. The title could be translated into “The name of things”. 















2. Gay Paris

At the end of the summer of 1873 Paris hosted the 

first session of the Congrès International des Oriental-
istes. Eduard decided to go.

Because of his financial situation, he went by foot. 

In July he went back to Deutsch-Rust to see his family 

and from there he commenced his journey. It took him 

roughly two days and one-hundred-fifty-two kilo-

metres to reach Bayreuth. There he stopped in front of 

the construction site of the Festspielhaus, the dream of 

the egotistic Richard Wagner. Then after another two 

days and one-hundred-thirty-five kilometres he ar-

rived in Würzburg. There he had a powerful déjà-vu 

when he entered the Residenz and saw the gigantic 

frescoes depicting the four continents of the world that 

Giambattista Tiepolo carried out with the help of his 

son Giandomenico. He had a strange feeling. He was 

enjoying the same monstrosity he already felt. It was 

like he was seeking confirmation for something he al-

ready knew and maybe just enjoying the fact that he 

was right. “This kind of feeling must be common in 

brainy people”, he thought. He kept his pace of visit-

ing a city every two days passing through Heidelberg, 

Saarbrücken, Verdun - when his thought went back 

the Queen of Saba and made him wonder throught the 

city with a Boeotian smile, Reims and finally Paris. Of 

course we didn’t mentioned any trouble he had to pass-
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- You’ll be rather comfortable in there. Said he de-

vising a  meaningless smile on his fresh shaved cheeks. 

He told him the way.

Eduard had first to pass through the great arch 

where this scene just occurred, he found himself in a 

small oval courtyard, a totally balanced space made of 

classical inspirations ground in fine powder through 

centuries of imitation, revived with stinky eau de co-
logne and moulded back into shape by bored court ar-

chitects.

There was a small portion of the sky visible above 

this round patisserie of white stone. Eduard entered a 

door and found himself directly confronted to a marble 

bust that was looking at him. He engaged in the nar-

row helicoidal stairs. Each step there was a new bust 

staring at him, one after another these past geniuses 

were inspecting him. They were like a bunch of males 

looking at a woman in the streets. Just looking. Doing 

nothing wrong, no violence, no words, no touching, 

just checking him out. Nevertheless it is a watched as-

cension Eduard was attempting. He had been in other 

temples of the knowledge in Prague or Vienna, but there 

the sensation was utterly different: he was at the core 

of the place that brought light to the whole world. He 

was not looking at the light from his remote village, a 

small point in the sky whose effects where washed out 

by distance and time, he was not listening to phantas-

matic accounts of the vision of the light: he was going 

to look directly at the sun. The sun could burn, Eduard 

knew it While stepping on the marble stairs, he was 

trying to recall all the techniques he have read of about 

protect yourself from the sunburn. He went back to 

Vienna, to the time he spent at the Observatory then 

reading about solar stains, looking at drawings of the 

corona, learning about spectrography. Still nothing 

ing the borders between the different states of Prussia 

and the France. This is because at Eduard’s times the 

practice of border controls wasn’t customary yet. The 

matter was different, though. Prussia had just recalled 

its troops from the siege of Paris a couple of years be-

fore, after the Franco-Prussian war. We could say that 

France and Prussia weren’t best friends at that time, 

and many people in the lands he passed by - lands that 

passed from the hegemony of one country to the oth-

er in the last decades and that will swap again - could 

have resenting feeling towards German speakers. Let 

us say that if your daughter has been raped by a pass-

ing soldier it is likely that you develop ad general sense 

of hatred towards his supposed country. Strangely 

rape is among the most filthy weapons an army can 

use but it is not listed in any international treaty - even 

to-day.

Eduard didn’t care much to be perceived as a K. und 
K. citizen, on the contrary. So he started to challenge his 

proficiency in foreign languages. He just had to avoid 

some Shibboleths ( בֹּלֶת  from time to time. He started (ریالریالریالریالریالریالریالریالریال שִׁ

to have a pleasant feeling every time he was slipping 

into a foreign language. At end it became like wearing 

a completely new body by just switching from idiom to 

idiom.

⁂

Eduard was feeling scared already before getting 

the first door. A very gentle doorman patronised his to-

tal ignorance of the functioning of the Académie. Edu-

ard was told that Monsieur Halévy was busy at that 

time, he wouldn’t see before at least one hour. The door-

man gently suggested him to go to wait into the library.
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about avoiding or healing sunburns. Then suddenly , 

when he found himself in front of the carved wooden 

door of the library he thought of his grandmother. She 

often yelled to him and his siblings “XXXXXX (name of 

the mother) have sensitive skin! Put your back scarf on 

Helena! (change name)! 

⁂

The more than usually kind old woman that greet-

ed Eduard after he entered into the library explained 

hid the complex rules of the library. And than she 

pointed at a heavy book where he should log in. The 

first two categories were easy to fill in: he perfectly 

knew his names. Then he was asked to which institu-

tion he worked in. That was already puzzling, for he 

never had an official status from the at the Observa-

tory in Vienna. He wrote Königsische und Kaiserische 

Astronomical Society of Vienna without regrets. “Sub-

ject of study”. That was a real problem. Every time he 

was asked on what he was working on, Eduard gave 

a different answer. Frequently Given Answers were: 

comets, Jewish sayings in Arabic language, phrenolo-

gy. This time he went for physiology. The most difficult 

part seemed gone but then the surprise came: nation-

ality. Oh hell! He wouldn’t call himself being part of the 

Jewish Nation, he hated being a K und K subject there-

fore he granted himself the French nationality. Oh that 

would be such a bounty! Being part of the nation of En-

lightenment and Universal Rights. What else?

⁂

Interior hazelnut topping of a moulded marriage 

cake. It is incredible how the boundary between kitsch 

and opulence is fine. 
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3. Tunis

He was digging his skull in order to find a way to 

get rid of this hideous French soldier and his pitchy 

laugher. They were roaming in small streets in total 

darkness when the soldier stopped looking into a small 

courtyard.

- Come. That wasn’t and invitation since he was 

holding his arm and drag him in the dimly lit court.

There they stood, the soldier got silent, he was look-

ing at something in a corner. There was a smell of fish.  

Fish and something else. Before seeing anything, Edu-

ard heard a suffocated breath coming from where the 

soldier was staring.

- Show yourself. The soldier uttered the words in 

French in a commanding fashion, raising his rifle just 

a bit, to make it clear that that was an order. There was 

no response, no movement, the breath lowered even 

more if possible. He then realised that his uttering was 

not to be understood.

- Tell her. He said to Eduard without diverting his 

gaze from the dark corner.

- Tell...

- Tell her to show herself. Eduard was asking him-

self how the soldier knew that the petrified presence 

was a she.

- Tell... for what for? The last sentence almost slipped 

out of his mouth. He already regretted it.
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- Ces petites Arabes donnent appetit. Tu sais?
- Appe...

- Come on, tell her to not be afraid. They enjoy it, af-

ter a while. This was really stupid of Eduard. Until then 

he was trying to lie himself and convince his stubborn 

mind that he was not going to be accessory to rape. 

Even though he knew already.

The presence moved.

- Fais pas la conne. Whispered the soldier.

In a single move he dropped his rifle and jumped 

over the now screaming little girl. Now Eduard see her. 

He gave her sixteen years old, not more. She was en-

robed in a pale blue dress, her dark hair started spill-

ing out of her scarf. The soldier was holding her elbows 

murmuring to her. She then looked at Eduard. They 

were watery fury eyes. Asking help. Or hoping that 

he would not join. He wasn’t able to decide. He wasn’t 

able to do anything. He spent what it felt like a long 

moment to regain command of his body. The immobi-

lisation that took him was sheer fear. He looked the two 

interconnected bodies. There was struggle but the ad-

vantage was clearly on the French side. An acrid taste 

occupied his mouth. He found himself holding the rifle.

- Let her alone.

- Let her alone. He repeated loudly.

- Laisse-là! Espèce de lâche!
This time the man stopped himself and turned to 

Eduard. He was still holding the girl.

- You can’t be serious. -  He grinned. - Toss the rifle, 

petit Juif. That was meant to be an insult attaining him 

somewhat. Or even scaring him. He didn’t move. He 

didn’t talk. He realised what he was doing.

The girl was still jerking to free herself. She now 

looked at Eduard in a more angry way, he felt. She did 

not utter a word.
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Then he was running. He never looked back, the 

screams of the young girl sounding lauder and lauder 

the more he was running away from them. His mouth 

was sealed off, his jaws taken in a tight muscular 

spasm. He run until he reached his lodging. He was ex-

hausted, he laid on his bed panning. He just wanted to 

forget, hide, lose himself.



over. It started to feel cold. 
The air was infiltrating his 
tissues, slowly reaching the 
bones, making their rigidity 
greater. His wide open 
nostrils were injecting gelid 
fluids in his system. Yet he 
wasn’t even able to shiver.
By her usual great and 
lazy leaps, the Crone 
approached him coming 
from a distant horizon. 
He was only able to gaze. 
He would not forget the 
coldness raising within 
his body. The desert was 
brighter then ever now, a 
miraculous light enveloped 
it. He felt being inside a 
gem. Only when he was 
utterly icy, the Crone 
reached him. She said:

A light breeze caressed his 
body. The desert felt fresh. 
Fresh as it had never been 
before, fresh as it should 
not be. There was light 
but no Sun. He could only 
feel air coming towards 
him. Cool air. Even cooler 
air now. He was not able 
to assess from where 
the blows were coming, 
it was like an ubiquitous 
wind coming against him. 
Wind in front of him, wind 
behind him, at his sides, 
wind above him coming to 
meet the air he was feeling 
from down the soil. Now 
he realised that that made 
it impossible to move for 
him, that it was totally hold 
by the air joining from all 



- After the Nakba, Jahilis 
themselves will put 
back Arabic signs in the 
streets.

As usual, she left as soon 
as she uttered her riddle. 
He was puzzled. He had 
a blatant feeling that the 
Crone was right. At the 
same time he knew that the 
word for the catastrophe 
wouldn’t be Nakba and the 
signs could be in another 
alphabet. Nevertheless the 
premonition sounded just 
real. And close.
Overall he felt to be one of 
those Jahilis. He was one 
of those ignorants and had 
nothing in common with 
them at the same time.
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He woke up from that unbearable dream because 

of the voice of the French officer. He was happy to be 

taken away from the appalling prophecy of the Crone. 

His voice sounded strange: familiar and fastidious. 

He was squatting in a small café hiding from the heat 

and from the son of the Generalkonsul who lately was 

seriously annoying him out of class. “The French oc-

cupation made people simply mad”. Told himself. 

Now this soldier was yelling at everyone in the café. 

He must have been eighteen, maybe nineteen. He was 

looking for someone who spoke French. “And you look 

for a French speaker in such a place, you poor idiot?” 

Was thinking Eduard. He spoke French. And that was 

a problem. That had to remain a secret, he didn’t want 

to have nothing to do with this noisy kid holding a rifle. 

He feigned to be sleeping in his corner. Then he felt a 

blunt pressure on his left shoulder, slightly glanced at 

it and discovered that it was the rifle’s muzzle.

- Tu lis «L’intransigeant», hein? - asked with a hid-

eous smile.

L’intransigeant was a newspaper directed by the 

ambiguous Henri Rochefort. The same person that 

took anti-Semitic positions few years later was at that 

time standing as a light supporter of the Parisian Com-

mune amnesty but more importantly as one of the first 

harsh critics of the colonial behaviour of his country. 

His critics focussed on Algeria, mainly because while 

he was serving his sentence exiled in the Pacific Ocean 

he met some Algerian inmates brought to New Caledo-

nia because they had been part of the so-called Mokra-

ni revolts in Kabylia at the end of 1870. There, he built 

a friendship with some of them, he was led to under-

stand the French occupation and the struggle of the 

population to free themselves from the colonial yoke. 

Together with some other inmates, he succeeded in the 

ریال☞ Soldiers loitering under palm trees in an oasis in Gafnal.

Picture from La Tunisie avant et depuis l’occupation 
française. Histoire et colonisation (Tunisia before and after 

the French occupation. History and colonisation) by Narcisse 

Faucon (Narcissus Falcon) a not carefully selected pseudo-

nym of Jules Ferry.
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only breakout from the New Caledonian prisons and 

reached Australia. Years later, he found his newspa-

per, from whose columns Rochefort sparked attacks to 

the French government and its colonial deeds. Eduard 

liked the acrid polemics Rochefort carried on. Probably 

for the same reason of him, he liked them for the sake 

of being pungent and polemical, sometimes the subject 

matter really was just a training field for his rhetoric. 

Being able to read such papers in Tunis was included 

in the odd privileges Eduard enjoyed by being part of 

the diplomatic body of Kakanien by the Bey of Tunis. 

Almost a year has passed from when he started to be 

the preceptor of Johann Baptist, the son of the Gener-

alkonsul Theodorovic. This year has passed fast and 

Tunis absorbed him really quickly. His first encounter 

with the city has been engraved in his memory.

⁂

To gaze upon this bewildering mass of snow-white 
habitations from the Kasba walls or the terraced roof 
of the Dar-el-Bey, when the stillness of the air is bro-
ken by the voices of muezzins calling to evening prayer, 
awakens feelings of solemnity that words would fail to 
express. From the city, spread out like a sheet, the eye 
wanders seawards over the shallow lake Borghaz, or 
el-Bahira, “the little sea,” as the Arabs call it, on one 
bank of which Tunis is built. Immediately in front is the 
modern port Gouletta, with its busy quays and ship-
ping; to the right, the village of Rades, pleasantly situ-
ated on an olive-clad hill; to the left, the rising ground 
that marks the site of ancient Carthage, backed by 
the headland and whitened houses of Sidi-bou-said. 
Turning inland, the saltmarsh of Sedjoumi skirts the 
southern walls of Tunis, and framing the horizon is 
one long succession of mountains and hills, vying with ☞ریالL’intransigeant of the 9th of October 1881.
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each other in beauty of outline and culminating in the 
rugged peak of Zaghouan. Nearer the city walls, to 
the right, are the Bardo Palace and the Gardens of 
Manouba, and beyond is the graceful outline of Djebel 
Merkey. All this, when viewed through the lucid at-
mosphere and touched with the gorgeous colouring of 
this favoured clime, combines to make a fairy picture 
difficult to rival, never to be forgotten.

⁂

Eduard was wondering now if this young man that 

was currently annoying him ever felt any of this sheer 

beauty. And — more importantly — if he was aware 

that he was contributing to squander it. Eduard was a 

bit aware of it because of the echoes of what the French 

were doing in Algeria that he was reading in L’intran-

sigeant. Anyway, the only thing that counted at that 

moment was that it was a French newspaper. Being 

a French newspaper, it was exclusively published 

in French language. That meant that Eduard was 

trapped. He was not going to escape this kid looking for 

an interpreter for god-knew-what. He was then “hired” 

and started following the soldier in the tiny streets of 

the city. They entered the souk.

⁂

The first impression on entering any of these souks 
is one of bewilderment and perplexity — their intrica-
cy and labyrinthian formation; the motley crowd surg-
ing to and fro, pressing and jostling, and heedless of 
strangers; loaded camels and donkeys forcing their 
way through streets scarcely wide enough to allow 
two human beings to pass without touching; the noise 
of hundreds of voices crying, touting, bargaining — all 
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this fairly overwhelmed Eduard, until a few visits shall 
have accustomed him to the strange scene and to the 
unfamiliar sounds.

⁂

He was then comfortable in there, but we the young 

Frenchman asked him to get out of there while the 

night was coming. While Eduard would rather stay in 

the souk and lose him.

He was digging his skull in order to find a way to 

get rid of this hideous French soldier and his pitchy 

laugher. They were now roaming in small streets in 

total darkness when the soldier stopped looking into a 

small courtyard.

- Come. That wasn’t and invitation since he was 

holding his arm and drag him in the dimly lit court.

There they stood, the soldier got silent, he was look-

ing at something in a corner. There was a smell of fish.  

Fish and something else. Before seeing anything, Edu-

ard heard a suffocated breath coming from where the 

soldier was staring.

- Show yourself. The soldier uttered the words in 

French in a commanding fashion, raising his rifle just 

a bit, to make it clear that that was an order. There was 

no response, no movement, the breath lowered even 

more if possible. He then realised that his uttering was 

not to be understood.

- Tell her. He said to Eduard without diverting his 

gaze from the dark corner.

- Tell...

- Tell her to show herself. Eduard was asking him-

self how the soldier knew that the petrified presence 

was a she.

- Tell... for what for? The last sentence almost slipped 

out of his mouth. He already regretted it.
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- Ces petites Arabes donnent appetit. Tu sais?
- Appe...

- Come on, tell her to not be afraid. They enjoy it, af-

ter a while. This was really stupid of Eduard. Until then 

he was trying to lie himself and convince his stubborn 

mind that he was not going to be accessory to rape. 

Even though he knew already.

The presence moved.

- Fais pas la conne. Whispered the soldier.

In a single move he dropped his rifle and jumped 

over the now screaming little girl. Now Eduard see her. 

He gave her sixteen years old, even more. She was en-

robed in a pale blue dress, her dark hair started spill-

ing out of her scarf. The soldier was holding her elbows 

murmuring to her. She then looked at Eduard. They 

were watery fury eyes. Asking help. Or hoping that 

he would not join. He wasn’t able to decide. He wasn’t 

able to do anything. He spent what it felt like a long 

moment to regain command of his body. The immobi-

lisation that took him was sheer fear. He looked the two 

interconnected bodies. There was struggle but the ad-

vantage was clearly on the French side. An acrid taste 

occupied his mouth. He found himself holding the rifle.

- Let her alone.

- Let her alone. He repeated loudly.

- Laisse-là! Espèce de lâche! This time the man 

stopped himself and turned to Eduard. He was still 

holding the girl.

- You can’t be serious. -  He grinned. - Toss the rifle, 

petit Juif. That was meant to be an insult attaining him 

somewhat. Or even scaring him. He didn’t move. He 

didn’t talk. He realised what he was doing.

The girl was still jerking to free herself. She now 

looked at Eduard in a more angry way, he felt. She did 

not utter a word.
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The shot came. The girl didn’t leave Eduard’s eyes. 

The acrid taste didn’t go away. It was even more dis-

tinct in his mouth all down to his throat. It mixed with 

the smell of the burned powder.

The night felt frozen, as if Eduard by triggering the 

rifle had stopped time. 

- Thank you. - Muttered the girl. Eduard didn’t re-

ply, move, breathe.

- We should hide him. - Pursued her still looking 

straight toward Eduard in the available light. Still si-

lence.

- Do you understand when I speak?

- Yes, yes. I understand you.

- Do you want to help me? - Her voice had a flavour 

of fear again. He hadn’t lowered the rifle the all time.

- Yes... - Said he finally Eduard putting aside the 

weapon.

⁂

Little as we may sympathise in the occupation of 
Tunisia by the French, whose half-century of rule in 
Algeria is a doubtful success, no pity can be felt for the 
Arabs, ruler or subject, who have now to submit to a 
foreign yoke. For more than a thousand years have 
they possessed one of the richest and most beautiful 
lands of the world, under a climate little short of per-
fection. In the course of centuries they have slaugh-
tered and driven out more people than at present 
inhabit the entire country; they have neglected the 
rivers and watercourses, choked up and befouled the 
cisterns and wells, cut down the forests without re-
planting, allowed roads to disappear and bridges to 
decay, mutilated the monuments, degrading and mis-
using the fragments; permitted the soil to go out of 
cultivation — in short, they have converted a land of 

plenty into a desert, a fertile garden into a wilderness. 
Moreover, those who have held for long centuries the 
destiny of the country in their hands, have neglect-
ed their people, squandered their treasure; and final-
ly, with impending bankruptcy, sold the land of their 
forefathers to the detested infidel. For all this weight 
of desecration, destruction, and fanaticism, there is 
no counterpoise. Not a single work of literature worth 
recording, no new development of science or industry, 
nor any great monument of art or utility, will be hand-
ed down to future generations as evidence of a nation 
possessing either culture or progress.

⁂

- You read the stars, then? Asked the young girl. 

They were sitting in front of the Gouletta now, their 

heads pointed at the sky.

- In a way... Replied Eduard reluctantly

- Is the prophecy true, then? For the first time her 

tone was lighter, for the fear that captured her before 

was being expelled by her body by the vision of the 

countless stars.

- What prophecy?

- Everybody says that next year - A.H. 1300 - the 

Mahdi will show himself and the Othman Caliphate 

will fall. That was 1882.

- Oh. I don’t know, I am not much trained in this 

particular way of reading.

The girl was ostensibly unhappy with Eduard an-

swer, she kept silence.

- It is late, won’t your family be worried about you?

- Impossible.

- Impossible? He wished he had never asked.

- My mother died three years ago in our home in 

Sfax. I only had my father and my brother Houcine. 
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They both fought to protect the city last July. They must 

be up there now. After the French occupied the city I 

came here to Tunis for take refuge at my aunt’s place, 

but I couldn’t find her.

- I am sorry for your family. He felt stupid saying 

it, but he couldn’t help it. The girl remained silent. He 

knew her brother’s name but not hers. What to ask for?  

- I should have give myself to that soldier. He could 

have protect me and help. You are not going to help me, 

aren’t you? She was right: that was probably among 

the remotest ideas in Eduard’s head. It could have been 

more easily conceivable to him to become the King of 

England. He was a rather curious fellow, he told him-

self. What answer, then? It didn’t matter, the girl ran 

away already.

⁂

Alexander Graham published his Travels in Tuni-
sia in London in 1887. In the glossary he attaches at the 

end of the work, the first word listed is ‘abd ( عبد ), serv-

ant, slave. At that time a literary twist was going on: 

travelogues were transforming themselves in travel 

guides. Being his publication intended to be helpful to 

future European travellers in Tunisia, Graham added 

exclusively the words that they would probably use or 

hear. Is it like if nowadays on Lonely Planet you could 

find how to say prostitute in your glossary.

⁂

Houcine, as much as his father, joined the resist-

ance in Sfax organised by Ali ben Khalifa. They have 

been killed by the French troops under the guidance of 

the Colonel Jamais, who entered the city the day after 

it has been bombed during several days by five ships 

- among them it is worth to name the Chacal and the 

Hyène - on the 16th of July 1881. Colonel Never - a very 

telling name - is recorded to be one of the most fero-

cious officer during the second French campaign for 

the conquest of Tunisia. 

It needed ten days and twenty-thousand man to 

conquer Sfax. The French counted thirty-eight dead 

and one-hundred-and-six casualties. The resistance 

in Sfax was of about one-thousand-two-hundred men, 

part of it retired in the crops around the city. There is no 

precise estimation of the number of victims but it is told 

that most of the resistance has been murdered during 

the occupation.

⁂

In the preface of his book, Alexander Graham de-

scribes “the Arabs” as an essentially nefarious people 

that brought to ruin the land of bounty they happened 

to be. Then all the violence the coloniser came to per-

petrate can be called hideous but still sounds pretty 

much deserved after such descriptions. Eduard had to 

hear such rants during his all life. It was rare to have 

the chance to meet an European that had a honest con-

sideration for the co-called Orientals. A consideration 

without  paternalism, pity or condescension. That was  

Joseph Halévy or Anne and Wilfrid Scawen Blunt who 

he’d meet much later.



 - The sun, above all that 
human eyes behold, is 
the chief element in 
life, the very essence of 
our existence, and to its 
beneficent influences we 
owe all that we possess 
to-day, that is of worth. 
How few realise this fact. 
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4. Well done, Condor

In 1882 two major events were hanging over Egypt. 

Both were somewhat foreseen and far reaching. In the 

beginning of May, a group of astronomers organised 

a “cosmopolitan and brotherly gathering” in the Up-

per Egypt. There were three French, three British and 

one Italian gentlemen. Because the total solar eclipse 

predicted for the 17
th

 of the month would not deign 

to visit Europe, the enterprising scientists manoeu-

vred to reach a privileged place of observation on the 

eclipse path. Their countries already had widespread 

influence and interests in many regions all around 

the world but not as extended as they would hope. 

Egypt, for example, besides the strong leverage of the 

Consul Generals, since 1879 was slipping away from 

the hands of the Europeans because of the ‘Urabi and 

Mahdi revolts. The reader will learn about these fierce 

leaders soon. Despise the unrest of the country, the sci-

ence missionaries arrived first in Suez where they were 

warmly welcomed by officials sent over by the nominal 

ruler of the time, Khedive Tewfiq ( محمد توفيق باشا ).
While in Tunis, Eduard Glaser met Charles Trépied, 

the director of the Observatory of Algiers. He stopped 

over on the way to Egypt and paid a visit to the Gener-

alkonsul. He quickly became fond of the Eduard’s pun-

gent irony. The enthusiasm of the young man and his 

proficiency in Arabic, made Trépied ask Eduard if he 
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was willing to join the French party. Eduard have had 

enough of Tunis: he was starting to feel an accessory 

to all the filth he witnessed. He saw the proposal as the 

following stage of his long journey to Arabia. He would 

never have imagined that the step included a once-in-

a-life-time experience like the observation of a solar 

eclipse.

From private preceptor, he’d become astronomer 

again. That wasn’t a total fraud, for Eduard had al-

ready worked at the old Vienna Observatory for a few 

years. He had the opportunity to join the scientific ex-

pedition to Sohag ( سوهاج ) on the west bank of the Upper 

Nile.

⁂

The scene from the ship is already interesting. To 
the north two tents and various shelters, to the south 
one tent. These will increase to six to-morrow. Here 
and there groups, looking down the bank, stealthily 
from between the trees. There is a pretty thick grove 
of acacia trees, which shelter us somewhat from the 
rays of the setting sun, still fierce in this latitude. Here 
and there, skirting the grove, a sentinel with fixed 
bayonet keeping guard. At the extreme south, tents 
for the military, and a long line of piled arms.

Across the water the scene is novel and beautiful 
in the extreme. The main Nile, in which the boat is 
anchored, is here about half a mile wide, but there is 
an island about two miles long, and a wide stretch of 
water beyond that. This island forms, with the river, 
the foreground of the landscape. With an opera-glass 
we can see the Fellaheen cultivating the ground almost 
to the water’s edge in places, and looking after their 
crops of maize or their flocks of goats. Here comes a 
veiled Rachel to the sacred river to fetch water for a 
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other notables to observe the eclipse and do honour to 

the strangers.

Thanks to Moktar Bey, in charge of the camp, and 

a force of soldiery, there was no confusion. Along a line 

of 300 yards the French, English, and Italian observers 

were left in undisturbed possession of tents and obser-

vatories.

⁂

Nevertheless, while the sky darkened and assumed 
a leaden hue, the hills bounding the Nile bathed in pur-
ple, the great silence gave way, and from river and 
palm-shaded slope arose a shout of wonder and fear, 
which reached its climax at the moment of the sun’s 
disappearance; nor ceased then, for, in addition to the 
horror of an eclipse—which the natives here as in In-
dia, attribute to the act of a dragon—there appeared 
in the heavens on the right of the sun an unmistakable 
scimetar.

The eclipse had, in fact, revealed the existence of a 
new comet. Despite the short totality, many valuable 
results have been obtained. I am permitted to send 
a copy of the collective telegram sent to the various 
Governments showing many new facts touching the 
sun’s atmosphere; though matters have not become 
much simpler, which means more work. The layer to 
which much absorption has been ascribed seems van-
ishing from existence. The band K in the spectrum of 
the corona fully explains the eclipse colouring. The col-
lective note is as follows:

“Unprecedented facilities have been accorded by 
the Egyptian Government for the observation of the 
eclipse. A plan was agreed upon between the English, 
French, and Italian expeditions. Among the results, 
the most satisfactory are photographs of the coro-

house in an indistinct flat-topped village, sheltered in 
a large group of beautiful palm trees. The arm of the 
river beyond the island we cannot see, but a back-
ground is not lacking. A long line of mountains, we may 
almost call them, full of geological tracery, are now, 
as I write, almost blood-red in the light of the setting 
sun, and are surmounted by that grey purple one al-
ways sees to such advantage in Eastern lands—both 
grey and purple haze in a few hours to give way to the 
silver dawning of the moon, now terribly dwindling in 
her visible surface, and reminding the astronomers of 
the coming seventy seconds in a most forcible man-
ner.

The proceedings at the end of the first day on 
which the English and French parties found them-
selves together as guests of the Egyptian Government 
naturally included some toasts—that of his Highness 
the Khedive, proposed by M. Trépied, and that of the 
English and French nations, proposed by Moktah Bey, 
and responded to by Mr. Norman Lockyer. The ar-
rangements on board are as perfect as those made 
at the various stations on shore, and one’s national 
pride is a little touched at the idea of what the Gov-
ernment reception would be of a party of Egyptian 
astronomers coming to England to observe an eclipse 
of the sun.

⁂

This eventful morning was the finest we have yet 

had, cool and without a cloud. A great crowd of na-

tives in picturesque costumes lined the road and the 

hill between the camp and Sohag. The shore of the Nile, 

except before the observatories, was packed with da-

habeeahs bringing the governors of the provinces and 
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na, and a complete spectrum obtained by Schuster on 
Abney’s plates. H and K are the most intense lines. A 
study of the red end of the spectrum of corona and 
protuberances was made by Tacchini. A comet near 
the sun was a striking object; it was photographed 
and observed by the naked eye. Bright lines were ob-
served before and after totality at different heights by 
Lockyer, with intensities differing from Fraunhofer’s 
lines; by Lockyer and Trépied an absolute determina-
tion was made of the place of the coronal line 1474 in 
Kirchhoff’s scale; by Thollon and Trépied the absence 
of dark lines from the coronal spectrum was noted. 
Tacchini and Thollon, with very different dispersions, 
noted many bright lines in the violet. Thollon observed 
spectrum of the corona, and Schuster photographed 
it. The hydrogen and coronal line were studied in the 
grating spectroscope by Buisieux, and with direct 
vision prism by Thollon. Rings were observed in the 
grating by Lockyer, of the first, second, and third 
order. The continuous spectrum is fainter than 1878, 
stronger than 1871. An intensification of the absorp-
tion lines was observed in group B, at moon’s edge, by 
Trepied and Thollon.

⁂

Sohag will have taken its place in scientific histo-

ry by the side of many other out-of-the-world places, 

which seem to be chiefly affected by eclipses, and its 

memory may still puzzle the dry as dusts of the future.

Moktah Bey, as usual, acted as interpreter, and the 

final arrangements for the eventful day were made. 

First among these the military guard had to be largely 

strengthened, for not only is a very pardonable curios-

ity a thing to be utterly suppressed during eclipses, but 

a whisper had gone abroad that the False Prophet of the 

Soudan had included the eclipsers in his anathemas, 

and even one fanatic in the camp at Sohag might give 

a deal of trouble.

⁂

His full name was Muhammad Ahmad bin Abd 

Allah (الله عبد  ابن  أحمد   and he was leading around (محمد 

Khartoum a strong revolt against the central power 

of the Khedive and anyone who would back him. This 

revolt, of course, was irrilevant compared to the threat 

represented by the movement organised by Ahmad 

‘Urabi (أحمد عرابى) against the Turko-Circassian  elites in 

Lower Egypt.

⁂

While the land was darkening and the sky and the 
Nile were beginning to put on those indescribable hues 
round which so much of the terror of eclipses is cen-
tred, and while the whispers on the hill at Sohag were 
beginning to surge into a sound—half roar, half moan- 
some eight minutes before totality, Mr. Lockyer an-
nounced the appearance of bright lines, indicating that 
our atmosphere was already dimly illuminated enough 
to permit of the atmosphere of the sun being seen 
through it.

At this moment the silence in the observatory was 
broken by shouts calling attention to a strange ob-
ject among the fainter exterior details of the corona 
itself, which were more suspected than seen. There, 
one solar diameter to the right and one solar diame-
ter long, was an exquisitely formed comet, complete 
with nucleus and tail, sweeping in a beautiful curve, 
in brilliancy almost, if not quite, equalling that of the 
very corona itself—a real photometer, in fact, of which 
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we have not yet heard the last. As in the naked eye 
view there was a struggle with the comet, so with the 
grating there was a struggle of another kind.

⁂

In my last letter, written as it seems, an age ago, for 

the incidents since the eclipse have been more or less 

emotional,...

I have been very unfaithful to the task imposed 

upon me if I have not convinced your readers that the 

expeditions whose work it was my duty to chronicle 

have been richly rewarded for their long preparations 

and tedious journeyings. They will all leave Egypt with 

the liveliest sense of gratitude for the manner in which 

all their efforts for the advancement of knowledge 

among men have been seconded by the Khedive and 

the Egyptian Government.

The Cairo Correspondent of the Daily News tele-

graphs on Monday : — By order of the British Govern-

ment, Sir E. Malet has officially thanked the Khedive for 

the great attention and services rendered to the Eclipse 

Expedition. The Khedive has returned a complimenta-

ry answer. No other Consul has yet thanked his High-

ness. 

The comet as a forecast of the curse on Egypt. Popu-

lace is frightened after the vision of the comet, western 

scientists mock them and tell each other that these peo-

ple are like little kids that need to be taught

Sitting on the deck, Eduard was dreaming back to 

that appalling scene he just witnessed. When the sun-

rays stated to warm him up again he felt a strange sol-

ace. 

⁂

He was about to leave the house when Ahmed 

stopped him.

- Here, keep it always with you, I heard that in 

Yemen there are even more scorpions than here. Edu-

ard found himself with a small piece of papyrus in his 

palm. He then realised that he was leaving for good. He 

also felt that there were good chances that he would 

never be back to Alexandria. Even less to see Ahmed 

again. That didn’t hurt because his relationship with 

him have always been distorted, from the first time the 

konsul presented them. He only regretted the fact that 

sort of distortion didn’t allow him to learn more from 

him.

- Thank you, Ahmed. I will keep it anyway, in the 

desert or in the most barren city. He had the impres-

sion that Ahmed didn’t understand what he mean. 

Was he sure of what he meant, though?
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The giant crone’s shadow 
was first seen in to-
day Burkina Faso, then 
passing by not far from 
Niamey, going north-
east into the Sahel, 
passing north of the 
Chad lake, turning off 
the lights in the Sahara 
desert, until her shade 
crossed the Nile touching 
briefly Sohag where she 
was awaited, she then 
dived into the Red Sea 
alternatively swimming 
around the Suez Gulf and 
Aqaba Gulf with a short 
breathing pause at Sharm 
El Sheikh. She got out of 
the fresh waters to face 
the Nefud desert for a 
long journey until she 

astounded people down in 
Kerbala, close to the ruins 
of Babylon. Once crossed 
in a single jump the 
Euphrates and the Tigris, 
she started climbing the 
Zagros Mountains until 
she surprised Teheran’s 
inhabitants with her veil. 
Then it came Ashgabat’s 
and Samarkand’s turn.  
After that she gently  
furrowed the Gobi desert 
until she crossed the 
Great wall of China. She 
then raided the country 
towards Shanghai where 
she immersed herself in 
the waters of the Pacific 
Ocean and disappeared 
leaving a bright day after 
her.









ریال☞ The eclipse and the comet, the ends of the image can join. ریال☞





ریال☞ Recalcitrant, supposed portrait of  Ahmad ‘Urabi ( أحمد عرابى ).
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 Not on display, the artist has emphasized the use of gunsmokeریال☞

in a painterly way, with figures on the deck barely visible 

through the gloom. The vivid blue of the sea indicates a warm 

climate and despite the gunfire there is a curious stillness and 

static quality to the painting, reminiscent of reportage. In 1883 

the artist went to Alexandria to make studies for the picture. 

He exhibited two large representations of the bombardment at 

the Fine Art Society 1884, of which this is one. The subsequent 

engravings were very popular since the subject matter evoked a 

nationalistic response.



 Apotropaic, IX-XIII cent. CE, Papyrus Museum, Österreichischeریال☞

Nationalbibliothek, Vienna.

















Map of Yemen in 1932ریال☞





5. Arabia felix

At that point Eduard was totally annoyed.

- I really don’t understand. You say to be concerned 

by this world by the path it is taking and the only thing 

you find to do is to escape from it and come here in her-

mitage.

The old man kept his silence.

- I think you’re just selfish.

 His Olympic calm was already eroded.

- Or maybe you’re not that wise.

- You kid, you talk. What should we do? You tell me.

- Group. Organise. Struggle.

There was a fourth term in Eduard’s mind, he kept 

it for himself. Conflict.

⁂

In 1966 a colossal British film production went on 

theatres. Its title was Khartoum and was about the 

deeds of Gordon Pasha - a British mercenary serving 

power around the world and camouflaging it with 

his Christian faith - against Muhammad Ahmad, the 

self-proclaimed Mahdi in the Soudan. Not surprising-

ly, it is an epic of British well doings against a blood-

thirsty irrational Arab. Charlton Heston plays the 

good-willing General: maybe this has been a step on 

his path from being a civil rights supporter to become 

president of the National Rifle Association years later. 
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But more interestingly, the Mahdi is impersonated by 

an over made-up Laurence Olivier. Laurence Olivier is 

was a British actor that - besides his late odd adven-

tures in Iraqi film industries -  did not a speak a word 

of Arabic, was more interested in Shakespeare than in 

Islamic culture and did not look like a Sudanese at all. 

A thick layer of make up gleams on his face in every 

shot of the movie; heavy eye-liner orientalises his fig-

ure; wide open eyes express his madness; a malicious 

smile betrays his nastiness; sudden shouting unveils 

his fury. Through Olivier, the Mahdi speaks a messi-

anic and rich English that is bewildered by his artificial 

and prominent Rs. Maybe for a British audience that 

could sound Scottish but in the rest of the world, that Rs 

are the untamed ones of the under-civilised .

On the other side, Heston worked out his British ac-

cent and polished his pronunciation in order to achieve 

an elegant low tone that gives him a nobility status.

Heston affirms that his servant is not a slave, that 

he follows him “out of love” the rhetoric of slavery ab-

olition in Victorian Britain is instrumental to the sup-

port the idea of the superiority of Christendom. Then he 

shows him a “gift” that he obtained by mating a revo-

lution in China: a superb silk robe. He underlines the 

fact that “it comes from London”

Oliviers often keeps his mouth a bit open, giving 

him a wild air. His tongue is visible, he’s doggy, clumsy 

and inexorable at the same time.

⁂
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Once, when King Solomon had bidden
1

 the 

neighbouring kings bordering upon his coun-

try to come up unto him, for to shew them his 

glory, and especially, to shew them his ability 

to talk to the animals and birds and creeping 

things, compelling them to dance before him 

and to do whatsoever he should bid
2

, he ob-

tained his desire.

The kings of the east and west, north and 

south, soon gathered themselves together into 

his banqueting hall, and they all sat down to 

observe this great spectacle. When the king’s 

scribes had called out to the animals by their 

names, they all entered the hall, one by one, 

without any man leading them, and with-

out any of them being bound by fetters or 

restraints. While this was taking place, King 

Solomon noticed that the hoopoe bird
3

 was no-

where to be found among the birds, and so he 

1 biddden - invited

2 bid - command

3 Its taxonimc name is Upupa epops, a bird having black-and-

white striped wing feathers, orange coloured plumage and a feath-

ered crest resembling that of a cock’s comb.
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that you might know that God hath made 

me king over the wild beasts and fowl of the 

heavens, and that all the kings of the east and 

of the west, of the south and of the north, do 

come and salute me, so, too, if it likes
4

 thee, 

come thou unto me and pay homage unto me. 

Great honour attends
5

 thee, if thou wilt but 

come unto me. And thine would be the honour 

not given to other kings; But if you will have 

naught
6

 to do with me, neither wilt thou come 

and salute me, then know of a certainty that 

I will send unto thee kings and legions and 

horsemen for against thee a war to wage. Now 

if you shall ask within yourself who are these 

kings and legions and horsemen whom King 

Solomon hath to send, be apprised that the 

wild creatures they are the kings and legions 

and horsemen. And if you shall ask, moreo-

ver, which of these creatures are the horse-

men in this army, be apprised that the fowl 

of the air they are the horsemen. My troops 

are the spirits, whilst the demons and little 

she-devils
7

 are the legions who will stran-

gle you upon your beds in the midst of your 

houses. And the wild beasts shall kill you in 

4 likes - pleases

5 attends - awaits

6 naught - nothing

7 The so-called Succubus

bade his servants to bring unto him the bird, 

desiring to have him severely punished. When 

he was eventually brought before the king, the 

king enquired where he had been. The hoopoe 

replied that the king should not be wroth, for 

he had gone for days without food and drink, 

flying in the heavens, hoping withal to find a 

land or kingdom where Solomon’s fame had 

not yet reached, and then to return unto the 

king, and duly report his findings to the king. 

After these entreaties, the bird proceeded to 

report on a kingdom which he had discov-

ered afar off, governed by a queen, the queen 

of Sheba, from the castle Qitor. Their country, 

he said, was a good land, with trees and gar-

dens watered by the rivers issuing forth from 

the Garden of Eden, and where there was gold 

and silver aplenty, and where the citizens of 

that country made no warlike manœuvres, 

and wore crowns upon their heads. At hear-

ing this, King Solomon took up the hoopoe 

in his hands, and commanded his scribes to 

write a message to the queen of Sheba, which 

message should then be bound unto the wing 

of the bird, and the bird sent back on his jour-

ney into the land of Sheba. The content of that 

message was this.

“From me, King Solomon: Greetings unto 

thee and greetings to thy servants. In order 
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the elders and great men of her kingdom, say-

ing unto them, “Have ye not heard what King 

Solomon hath sent unto me?” They answered 

her, “We wot
10

 not such a man as King Solo-

mon; neither will we acknowledge his king-

dom.” Yet, the queen was not satisfied with 

their counsel and rede
11

, and so quickly called 

and sent for all of her ships at sea, and com-

manded her sailors to load them with timbers 

of box-wood, and jewels and precious stones, 

and that all vessels should be fitted out to the 

deck’s brim with such things as they might 

stand in need of for a long and protracted 

voyage at sea. Camels were perforce
12

 to be 

tethered and carried along, so as to permit 

hauling the burthens
13

 once they had landed 

and gone ashore. She commanded also that 

six-thousand youth, some boys and some 

girls, should accompany her on this, her jour-

ney, children who were to make up the main 

core of her delegation, besides a great entou-

rage of sailors and servants and attendants, 

and only those children who were born all in 

the same year, and in the same month, and 

on the selfsame day, and in the same hour, 

and all of them must needs have the exact 

10 wot - know

11 rede - advice

12 perforce - of necessity

13 burthens - burdens

the fields, while the birds of the heavens shall 

devour your flesh from your bodies!”

Now since the hoopoe bird was greatly de-

sirous of being sent back to the land of Sheba 

with a message from the king, he was forth-

with released with this message to bring to 

the queen of Sheba. Whereupon, he spread 

his wings aloft, cried out as he flew away, and 

was quickly joined by a large flock of birds in-

capable of being numbered. These all lighted 

upon the castle Qitor, in the land of Sheba, at 

the time when the queen of Sheba was going 

out in the morning to make her obeisance to 

the sun as it began to rise. But for the multi-

tude of birds, the sun would have put forth 

its rays. Yet, now, the sky was darkened by 

a swarm of fluttering creatures. The queen, 

being astonied
8

 by such a sight, immediately 

rent her garment. At this token, the hoopoe 

bird suddenly descended in plain view of the 

queen, and she took notice that there was a 

letter bound to one of its wings. She took up 

the bird and untied the letter, reading what 

was written therein. Again, she could not 

withhold her alarum
9

 and great surprise, and 

so she raised her hand a second time, and 

rent her garment. She then sent and called for 

8 astonied - astonished

9 alarum - alarm
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At the end of three years, the queen of She-

ba came with her entourage, a great train of 

servants and attendants, bearing in their 

camels’ baggage precious stones, and gold 

and silver, and much spices, as well the Bal-

sam of Mecca
18

. The king, having intelligence 

that they had arrived off shore, sent along 

Benaiah, the son of Yehoiada, to greet them 

and to bring them on their way
19

 to Jerusalem. 

Now this man was of extraordinary beauty 

and grace, like the dawn when it breaks forth 

in the morning, and like the planet Venus 

which shines out brightly amongst the stars, 

and like a water lily
20

 standing by the rivu-

lets of water. So when the queen of Sheba saw 

him, she mistook him for being King Solomon, 

and so lighted off her camel. Benaiah, the son 

of Yehoiada, enquired why she had gotten 

herself down from her camel. She answered, 

“Art thou not King Solomon?” He returned an 

answer, saying that he was not the king, but 

rather one of his attendants who stood before 

him. At hearing this answer, she immediately 

turned aside her face, and made this proverb 

18 Hebrew: afarsemon (Heb. אפרסמון ), also falsemon. Believed to be 

Balsamodendron opobalsamum, but classified by some botanists as 

Commiphora opobalsamum (which has yet still the other taxonom-

ic name of Commiphora gileadensis), a tree still found in the Dhofar 

district of Yemen. A similare tree is Commiphora meccanensis. 

19 bring them on their way - escort them, accompany them

20 Genus: Nymphaea

same height or stature, and all of them must 

have the same barbed
14

 hair, and all must be 

clad in tunics purple, so as to make it hard, at 

first sight, to tell betwixt
15

 them, that is, lasses 

from lads.

Meanwhile, the queen of Sheba sent back a 

message to King Solomon, begging leave of the 

king to come unto him in seven years’ time, 

considering the long voyage that had to be 

taken at sea. For such would be the time need-

ed to fit out an expedition, and to set sail when 

the winds were favourable, and then to cir-

cumnavigate the entire continent
16

, docking 

at the various ports while en route, in order to 

rest and to replenish their stock, and again, to 

baulk
17

 travelling the Great Sea (i.e., the Med-

iterranean) in the midst of winter for fear of 

being shipwrecked. Howbeit, she added, if the 

king should pray to his God, perhaps she’d 

come unto him in only three years’ time. Now 

the men and sailors of Sheba, though skilful 

at sea, knew not that had they embarked on 

their journey by foot, traversing the great and 

barren wastelands, they would have reached 

their destination in far less time.

14 barbed - trimmed, cut

15 betwixt - between

16 Meaning, the continent of Africa, since the Suez Canal was not 

yet built

17 baulk - avoid
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Now the king greatly desired her beauty, 

but was taken aback by the hair upon her 

legs, and so it was that he contrived a way by 

which hairs could be removed, that is, by tak-

ing an admixture of lime and water and orpi-

ment (arsenic trisulfide), which the king him-

self invented and published abroad, calling it 

neskasir. When the queen had bathed herself 

that night in its brew, the hair upon her legs 

fell off, and she found favour in the eyes of the 

king, who then brought her into his bedcham-

ber. Now while she yet sat in his glass pavil-

ion, the king asked her, “What portends to 

thy coming, my fair queen? Hath the tokens 

of the hoopoe bird summoned thee unto me, 

which he didst carry in his wings aloft?” She 

answered, “Nay, my lord the king. `Twas not 

merely tidings from thee which didst trouble 

me, for none there is who durst
25

 look with 

contempt upon thy calling. But rather, we 

have heard it stated by our ancestors of old, 

even by Abraham who was married to Ketu-

rah, who bare him six sons, from whom came 

Sheba our ancestor, that Abraham’s offspring 

would bring forth a ruler, even the Messiah, 

who would exercise dominion in the world. 

For this is what was meant by the words, ‘For 

as to the sons of the concubines belonging to 

25 durst - dare

to her great men who came along with her in 

this journey. “If you have not seen for your-

selves the lion, then come! Observe the place 

where he coucheth
21

! If you have not yet seen 

King Solomon, then come! Observe the visage 

of a good man who standeth before him
22

!”

She and her great train were conducted by 

Benaiah, the son of Yehoiada, to Jerusalem, 

and when the king was told that the queen 

of Sheba had just arrived in the city, he stood 

up from his place and went to sit in his glass 

pavilion. The queen was brought before him, 

and when she saw the king sitting in his glass 

pavilion, she thought within herself that the 

king sat upon water, and so proceeded to 

draw up the hem of her dress so that she could 

pass over without getting wet. The king her 

legs then saw, being full of hair, and could not 

hide his displeasure. Whenas
23

 her seat beside 

him she took, the king privily
24

 unto her didst 

say, “Thy beauty is the beauty befitting wom-

en, but thy hairs are the hairs befitting men. 

Hair on a man’s body is comely, but uncome-

ly on a woman’s.”

21 coucheth - lies down, crouches

22 Meaning, if you wish to know the greatness of a king, observe 

the caliber of men who serve him

23 whenas - when, since

24 privily - in a privy manner, secretly, privately
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before the king. Each child carried within his 

bosom a vessel laden with either gold or sil-

ver, and the best of the spices and incense that 

grew in their land. When each child reached 

the place where the king sat, he or she bowed 

down before the king, presenting his vessel 

to Benaiah, the son of Yehoiada, who stood 

before the king and queen, while Benaiah 

passed the same onto the king’s chamberlain. 

When this procession came to an end, each 

child returned to his place within sight of the 

king, and the king answered.

“`Tis but a trial of character, it is; for the 

mannerisms of a lad are not as those of a 

maid. Call hither
29

 my servants, and let them 

fill the floor of the room with parched grain 

and walnuts. Let each child take up into the 

borders of his skirt his fill, or as many as he 

can thereby hold, and I shall anon
30

 tell thee 

who is male, and who is female.”

No sooner had the word been spoken than 

the floor of the room was filled with roasted 

seeds and walnuts. At the given signal, the 

children began to fill up their garments, rac-

ing to outdo the other. The boys filled their 

garments by lifting up their skirts, exposing 

their legs without the slightest embarrass-

29 hither - to this place, here

30 anon - quickly, forthwith

Abraham, unto them gave Abraham gifts, 

and sent them away, etc.’ (Gen.25:6); Those 

gifts meaning none other than the mystery 

of the earth’s redemption, delivered unto us 

by our ancestor Abraham. I have fain
26

 come, 

therefore, out of due respect to his great name, 

to wit, God’s name, to know whether or not 

thou art this Messiah.” Now Solomon knew 

not what to answer the woman at her words, 

being astonished at her great measure of 

faith. And so, not willing to disappoint the 

queen who had endangered herself to come 

unto him, he wisely evaded her question, and 

asked, “Who are these youths, my fair queen, 

who have come along with thee?” “My lord,” 

she said, “if thou art so wise that even the wild 

beasts of the field and the birds of the air do 

heed thy call, then I shall yet make trial of this, 

thy wisdom; For I would prove
27

 thy wisdom 

by words and by riddles, and by way of puz-

zling problems which I shall pose unto thee. 

Canst thou then distinguish between man-

child and womankind, though they might 

seem alike to thee?”

At these words, she nodded, and the chil-

dren whom she had brought along with her 

came forward in single file, passing whistly
28

 

26 fain - gladly, willingly

27 prove - test

28 whistly - silently
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up no more than stones, which forthwith are 

irrigated by water?”

Answered the king, “The reed contain-

er or vial which carrieth the black antimo-

ny known as stibium
36

, which stone when 

crushed is used by women in painting their 

eyelids, and by men as a remedy in eye ail-

ments, and which they apply to themselves 

by wetting the iron pin with their spittle
37

.”

“Right!” said the queen, and then proceed-

ed to ask the king another question, saying, 

“What is like dust, in that it cometh forth from 

the earth? Yet, when it cometh forth, its food 

becomes the earth upon which we stand. It 

is spilt as water, and causes the house to be 

seen?” Answered the king, “Naphtha
38

!”

“Right!” said the queen, and then pro-

pounded an even harder riddle to ask the king, 

saying, “Whenever there is a strong gale, this 

thing is still
39

 at the forefront. It maketh a great 

and bitter shout, and boweth down its head as 

a bulrush
40

. It is a thing spoken of highly by 

the rich and wealthy, yet loathed by the poor; 

36 Stibium - kohl

37 That is, the stibium clings to the spittle on the iron pin. Stibium 

is said to protect the eyes against ophtalmia

38 Naphtha - petroleum (oleum petræ)

39 Still - always

40 Today these plants are more commonly called Cattails (Genus: 

Typha)

ment or shame. The girls, however, bent over 

awry, and out of modesty would not expose 

their legs.

“Here, then, my queen, are thy menser-

vants and here are thy maidservants!” quoth
31

 

Solomon, who rising up from his chair did 

signal with his hand to separate lasses
32

 from 

lads, putting the one on his right side, and the 

other on his left side.

The queen, not yet convinced of the king’s 

wisdom, answered. “My lord the king, this 

may have been but a silly
33

 trial of charac-

ter for thee, yet perchance
34

 other questions 

and hard riddles will prove thy wisdom most 

consummately. Suffer
35

 me, therefore, to ask 

thee three questions more, which if thou shalt 

rightly answer, disclosing the hidden mean-

ings of my words, I shall know indeed that 

thou art a wise man of uncommon standing. 

Yet, if thou shalt fail, thou shalt be esteemed 

as other men of regal order. Tell me, if you can, 

since we have heard that thou art wise also in 

the natural sciences, what is like unto a wood-

en well, the contents of which are drawn up, 

as it were, by a bucket of iron; that thing taken 

31 quoth - said

32 lasses - young girls

33 silly - simple

34 perchance - perhaps

35 suffer - allow, permit
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seeds and make their nests from its fibres, 

and they are made happy thereby. But fish 

are caught in nets made of linen cords, and 

are grieved thereby.”

The queen of Sheba, not being able to con-

ceal her maze
45

 at the ease with which the 

king answered her questions, propensed to 

ask him yet other questions, saying, “Seven 

are departing. Nine are entering in. Two are 

giving drink, but only one is drinking. What 

are they?”

Now the king thought within his heart, no 

man will speak upon a matter but that which 

is closest to him in his heart. So, too, this wom-

an will ask none other than that which is in 

her heart, and a woman’s heart is mostly on 

child bearing and children, on jewellery, per-

fumes, cosmetics of rouge and clothing. So the 

king answered her.

“The seven of whom thou hast spoken as 

departing are the seven days of a woman’s 

separation from her husband when she is 

unclean by reason of her natural purgation. 

Yet, while she entereth into her nine months 

of pregnancy, the seven days of uncleanness 

are not to be found with her, inasmuch as she 

remaineth clean for that entire duration of 

45 Maze - amazement

a thing of praise to the dead, yet strongly dis-

liked by the living. It is the happiness of birds, 

yet the grief of all fishes. What is it?”

Answered the king, “Flax linen
41

! For a 

strong gale can only mean that it is used in 

making sails for ships, which sails are driven 

by strong winds. Now these linen stalks, after 

soaking, are first pounded and beaten in or-

der to expose the good fibres, hence the great 

and bitter shout it makes. (Like bulrushes, the 

head of its stalks are split open, favouring
42

 to 

bow down.) The rich will speak of it highly, 

because they can afford the softest and most 

fine linen produced, whilst the poor cannot 

afford to buy it, and settle for a poorer sort, 

which to them causes great discomfort, that 

is to say, until the fabric of the linen cloth is 

first broken in by long wear. Moreover, when 

men die, only the rich can coloured shrouds 

afford to buy to bury withal their dead, whilst 

the poor cannot afford it
43

. A dead man who 

is wrapped in a burial shroud findeth praise 

from men, but woe unto the living man whose 

burial shroud his habit
44

 be! Birds eat the flax 

41 Linum usitatissimum

42 Favouring - appearing

43 For which reason, Rabban Gamliel the Elder later changed the 

practice, and made it compulsory that all men, whether poor or 

rich, buy and make use of only non-coloured burial shrouds to bury 

their dead, so as not to shame those who were poor.

44 Habit - clothes
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child becomes old, and is waxen
49

 in years, he 

is holpen
50

 by the cane – hence, he goes upon 

three.”

She asked furthermore, “A woman once 

said to her son, ‘Thy father is my father. Thy 

grandfather is my husband. Thou art my son, 

and I am thy sister.’ Who can this be?” The 

king, reflecting, said, “This can be none oth-

er than one of the two daughters of Lot
51

. They 

alone could have said this.”

Then she asked: “Without movement while 

living, it moveth when its head is cut off. What 

is it?” Pausing for a moment, he answered: “A 

tree, which, when its top is removed, can be 

made into a moving ship at sea.”

The queen, realizing the wisdom with 

which King Solomon had been endowed by his 

God, left off asking him riddles, and so sought 

answers to those long-standing questions 

which she had long ago asked herself in her 

own land, but could find no answers. She en-

quired of King Solomon concerning the snake 

bones used by men against three types of sor-

ceries, and how the snakes were caught, since 

she stood in need of those snakes. Now Ash-

modai, the prince of the demons, had taught 

49 Waxen - grown

50 Holpen - helped

51 The story of Lot’s daughters is related in Genesis 19:30-ff

time. Thus, the seven being departed, the nine 

come in. Whilst the two whom thou sayest are 

giving drink, these are the two breasts giving 

milk to the newborn babe. However, the only 

one actually drinking from those breasts is 

the babe himself!”

Again, she asked the king: “Tell me, if wot 

thou
46

, where are the waters that have never 

fallen down, neither have they flowed from 

the brow
47

 of heaven, nor from the rocks and 

bubbling springs and brooks, but are betimes 

sweeter than honey and are betimes more 

bitter than wormwood, even though they pro-

ceed from the very same source?” Answered 

Solomon: “The tear does not come from the 

brow of heaven, neither from the rock will 

it gush forth upon the cheeks; when man’s 

heart is happy, the tears are sweet to his eyes, 

but when in pain and in trouble, they are sev-

en times more bitter!”

She continued: “This thing, at first, goeth 

upon four. Then it goeth upon two. At last, it 

goeth upon three. What is it?”

The king replied. “When a child is born, 

he first crawls upon four. When he learns 

to walk, he walketh upon twain
48

. When the 

46 If wot thou - if you know

47 Brow - height

48 Twain - two
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Answered the king, “Let not thy counte-

nance be distraught, O fair queen, that God 

hath chosen to impart wisdom unto his sub-

jects; For he is the God who made heaven and 

earth, and we are his people. Is it not then 

commensurable with his excellence to make 

me a king of his people? Yet, even so, I am not 

he whom thou seekest.”

So, she went away into her own land, leav-

ing behind her a great reputation for one who 

sought after virtue. END

Solomon the art of craft and sorcery. When 

the queen had heard about these matters, she 

was satisfied and made note of the things. 

And when King Solomon had entertained her 

a great while, and had bestowed upon her a 

largesse to take back into her own country, 

and had shewn her his house, and the great 

feats of engineering used by him in construct-

ing the house of the forest of Lebanon, as well 

the splendour of his table and the orderly 

manner of his attendants and their fine ap-

parel, as also the ascent by which he would go 

up unto the Temple of GOD, with its impreg-

nable walls, she resolved to ask him one last 

question, saying, “My lord and Sovereign, at 

thy behest
52

 I have come unto thee, traversing 

both land and sea, and taking the entire Gov-

ernment along with me, to hear this, thy wis-

dom. And, indeed, it was but a small report 

that I heard in mine own land concerning 

thee, until I came here to see and hear it for 

myself. Thy wisdom far exceedeth that which 

was told to me by my servants. And even then, 

I could not believe it until I had seen it! Happy 

are the men who serve thee, and blest is the 

God who delightest in thee to make thee a king 

of his people! Art thou then the Messiah who 

is wont
53

 to come into the world?”

52 Behest - command, directive

53 Wont - supposed
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6. Voglio vederti danzare

Now, Eduard was disoriented.
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oil on canvas, 87×120 cm, Musée du Louvre, Paris.
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 لو شمس الدنيا دي
غابت

 انا شمسي تشق
الغيم
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